
 
 

 

Custom Framing Designer 
 
At Gemini Builds It! we have been bringing out customers visions to life for 40 years and framing is 
our signature specialty.  Designed and built with an unmatched level of expertise and care, our custom-
framed works of art grace the walls and halls of art galleries, private galleries, luxury homes, corporate 
offices, hospitality suites and just about anywhere fine art is displayed.  We also create custom cases 
that protect and display these treasures in museums, universities, hospitality settings, exhibits, and 
private collections across the globe. To see some of our beautiful work, visit our website at 
www.geminibuildsit.com.   
 

We are currently seeking a Senior Framing Designer to join our team.  In this role, you will use your 
expertise and passion for design to create and execute customer picture frame orders for assigned 
accounts.  You will be the primary day to day customer contact for assigned accounts and showroom 
visitors, acting as liaison between sales, internal Gemini departments and customers.    
 

PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITIES: 
• Establish and maintain relationships with assigned and new accounts through phone, email contact 

and in person.  
 Drive sales in the frame production department by managing orders from concept/design 

through hand-off to production:   
o Developing creative framing ideas and customizing framing orders according to customer 

wants and needs. 
o Preparing and entering quotes for orders using Full Calc/ Lifesaver software, ensuring 

quotes are competitive but within profit guidelines.  Assisting in entering frame room 
orders in FACTS (Company Software) 

o Defining customer due dates.  Following-up to ensure meeting customer timelines are met. 
o Ensuring critical details are communicated to sales, customer, & production  

 Respond to inquiries and requests from assigned accounts in an enthusiastic and timely manner. 
 When opportunities arise, educate clients on the full range of Gemini capabilities.  Assist in 

delivering the total sales plan by understanding and profitably building additional areas Gemini 
may be able to service customers.    

 As needed, attend trade shows, customer events (including installations) and other industry 
networking events. 

 

REQUIRED EXPERIENCE AND SKILLS:  
 Minimum five years of experience in a custom (not mass retail) framing environment.  
 Design oriented and creative - must be able to guide clients on framing, matting and glazing 

selections.  
 COMPUTER KNOWLEDGE – Solid understanding of Microsoft Office® software such as Outlook, 

Excel, Word, and PowerPoint.  Proficient in Full Calc, Lifesaver, and FACTS software a strong plus.    
 Highly relational, a good listener, and strong communicator – able to translate customer visions to 

actionable pieces.  
 The ability to thrive in a fast-paced environment is essential as is strong priority management 

skills.   
 Persistent, but able to form solid, trusting relationships with customers and internal departments.  

Clear desire to help assigned customers meet their needs and objectives.   
 High attention to detail.  
 Highly motivated.  Competitive, confident, and optimistic.  Sees excellence as a standard. 
Other: 
Must have own transportation to attend required events. 

http://www.geminibuildsit.com/

